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Abstract 

Gender-related issues are of great controversy in research and debates nowadays. It gains importance from the argument it 
raises on the socio-political and cultural spheres. The current research paper unearths the gendered relationship in G. B. Shaw’s Mrs. 
Warren’s Profession (1898) from a feminist perspective. It highlights the man-woman relationship in terms of social role, duties, 
obligations and gender-based boundaries. The paper primarily focuses on woman and society as a subject of analysis so as to highlight 
the representation of woman and society in Mrs. Warren’s Profession. There is a focus on the feminist conventional role in the male-
oriented society. Thus, the major focus is paid on the social representations of maleness and femaleness alike in the play from feminist 
perspective.  
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Introduction 

G. B. Shaw is a pioneering Irish dramatist and social thinker. He is known as the father of modern drama and has a 
significant place among the greatest English dramatists down the ages. His writing focuses on the social, cultural, class and feminist 
issues. His fame surpassed many generations and brought about serious social, political and cultural issues on the stage.  

 
Unlike any other dramatist, G. B. Shaw followed the path of Henrik Ibsen and rebelled against the social and literary 

conventions and exposed the ills and vices of the society.  His dramas are among the most acted, studied and re-studied plays in the 
history of the English drama because of the subject matter and the relevance of the topics. Shaw’s dramas are realistic and cover the 
individual and social issues. His plays are against the public tendency as it publically and theatrically expose one of the very hard-to-
talk social scandals and moral corruptions. 

 
Mrs. Warren’s Profession is one of Shaw’s realistic plays which deals with social hypocrisy. This problem play manifests the 

relationship between woman and society. The play unearths the voices of the English society woman. Shaw exposes the scandals and 
the scandalous of the society in an artistic manner. His intention in the play is to clean up the society from the morally corrupt and 
socially hypocrite individuals as he says that “Many persons are more comfortable when they are dirty than when they are clean; but 
that does not recommend dirt as a national policy (P: 13).”i  

 
In Mrs. Warren’s Profession, Shaw re-conceptualized the conventional roles in terms of man-woman and woman- society 

standards, trying to redefine the roles in society based on newly explored ways of non-conventional standards. His representation of 
women and men in the play under discussion is unconventional to the extent that his female characters behave so manly and 
unconventionally whereas male characters are manifested as womanish, hypocrite and lusty ones. Moreover, woman in Mrs. Warren’s 
Profession is represented realistically in the fullest sense of the word and has been portrayed the way she is treated in family and 
society.  

 
In this play, Mrs. Warren is the major character around whom the play revolves. She is the central character in the play. Shaw 

attempts to expose the moral corruption and the ill-practices of the English Victorian society in the early twentieth century through the 
character of Mrs. Warren. Mrs. Warren’s Profession deals with the enormous challenges and struggles of a mother who protects 
herself and her only child from the social and economic constraints of the society. It can be regarded as a common duty for a mother to 
do so; however, what if she sacrifices herself for her daughter by selling her body in the Victorian Era where the social constraints 
were on the rise in terms of moral codes.  

 
Mrs. Warren, Vivie and Victorian Society 

The central theme of Mrs. Warren’s Profession is based on the profession of Mrs. Warren. It is developed in a way that 
dramatizes prostitution as an alternative means to earn livelihood despite the disgrace, shame and immorality it brings.  Mrs. Warren 
was involved in the business of running brothels and bars in a flesh trade. Her justification for the involvement in such a business that 
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goes against the moral values and social norms is because she always wanted to be a good woman. She says, “I tried honest work; and 
I was slave–driven until I cursed the day I ever heard of honest work. (71)”ii Mrs. Warren believes that she was left with few options 
to survive in a corrupt society. The easiest and simplest way to earn the money was to work as a prostitute. She believes that she did 
not work as prostitute for pleasure but rather for feeding her starving stomach in a cruel society. She adds, “It’s not work that any 
woman would do for pleasure, goodness knows; though to hear the pious people tell you would suppose it was a bed of roses. (45)”iii 
Logically, Mrs. Warren could have done any job other than prostitution which goes against the social values and human dignity. Her 
selection and justification for prostitution to survive is unwise, disgraceful and irrational. Yet, society drives her to such a shameful 
profession. Society has directly or indirectly encouraged Mrs. Warren to continue with prostitution. G. B. Shaw, in The Author’s 
Apology, goes to the extent that:   
 

Mrs. Warren’s defense of herself is not only bold and specious, but valid and unanswerable. But it is 
no defense at all of the vice which she organizes. It is no defense of an immoral life to say that the 
alternative offered by society collectively to poor women is a miserable life, starved, overworked, 
fetid, ailing, ugly. Though it is quite natural and RIGHT for Mrs. Warren to choose what is, according 
to her lights, the least immoral alternative, it is none the less infamous of society to offer such 
alternatives. For the alternatives offered are not morality and immorality, but two sorts of immorality. 
The man who cannot see that starvation, overwork, dirt, and disease are as anti–social as prostitution 
that they are the vices and crimes of a nation, and not merely its misfortunes—is (to put it as politely 
as possible) a hopelessly Private Person.iv(p. 11) 

 
According to Shaw, capitalist society offered no dignified economic alternatives to Mrs. Warren and the like needy women. 

All the society offered are immoral alternatives among which Mrs. Warren chose the less immoral; that is to say, prostitution as a 
profession. Mrs. Warren was a helpless woman in a patriarchal society which determines the destiny of woman, undervalues her role 
and significance as a pillar in the society into a lower rank having subordinate and marginalized role of producing children and is 
objectified to fulfilling the masculine carnal desires. Mrs. Warren, instead of being brutalized by poverty and need, she initiated her 
profession to secure herself and her offspring disregarding honor or shame. In this regard, Michele Barrett, in Women’s Oppression 
Today (1986) comments,  

 
 Here lies an explanation for the construction of femininity in patriarchy, with its twin images of 
woman as, on the one hand, the sexual property of men and, on the other, the chaste mothers of their 
children. The Madonna/whore dichotomy runs through western patriarchal culture as the means 
whereby men have sought to ensure both the sanctity and inheritance of their families and their 
extra-familial sexual pleasure. (45-6)v  

 
Such type of sexual abuse and exploitation of women was, to some extent, socially unquestionable, commonly unchallenged; 

and women were generally exploited and surrendered to their personification into objects for male satisfaction; and their role was 
reduced into breeding machines and domestic caring. Michele Barrette further highlights such exploitation to “the hypocrisy attached 
to men's publicly avowed marital chastity and proneness to pay clandestine visits to prostitutes. (51)”vi The maleness activity and 
femaleness passivity underlie the motive for male exploitation of female and imposes exploitation as a social reality. 
 

Another female character worth mentioning in Mrs. Warren’s Profession is Vivie Warren. She is the daughter of Mrs. 
Warren, and an opposite to her mother in words and deeds. Vivie contradicts her mother’s conventions, profession and way of life. 
She thinks and acts independently and unconventionally. She lives a mannish lifestyle with an independent personality and radical 
attitude towards the conventional role of women. Vivie received well education, anticipated to having a good job opportunity and was 
resolved to resist all types of brutal masculinity, extreme hypocrisy and immoral morality of the society. She has discarded the social 
boundaries and paved the way for new type of woman; an independent and self-reliant. Her philosophy in life stands in the fact that 
social oppression can be diminished. As Mari Mikkola says, “Women are socialized into subordinate social roles by learning to be 
passive, ignorant, docile, emotional helpmates for men. But since these roles are simply learned, we can create more equal societies by 
“unlearning” them. And so, feminists should aim to diminish the influence of oppressive socialization.”vii Vivie behaved so manly 
because, for her, “gender is a matter of having feminine and masculine personalities that develop in early infancy as responses to 
prevalent parenting practices.”viii Here, Vivie escapes the social definition of maleness/ femaleness and defines herself beyond social 
constraints. It is said that Vivie’s un-submissive personality and individual independence could cost her denial of belonging to 
feminist category. To put it differently, “Being sexually objectified is constitutive of being a woman; a female who escapes such 
treatment simply would not count as a woman.” Vivie was not that type of submissive and objectified woman.”ix   
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Nonetheless, the two dominating female characters in Mrs. Warren’s Profession, Mrs. Warren and her daughter, Vivie, represent 
opposing mindsets of two generations with different attitudes of the same society. As Vivie says, “I am my mother’s daughter. I am 
like you: I must have work, and must make more money than I spend. But my work is not your work, and my way is not your way”x 
Though both the characters face the same destiny of patriarchy and exclusion, they differ in accepting or rejecting such challenges. 
While Mrs. Warren surrendered to the feminist conventional social role of an object of pleasure, Vivie, on the other hand, rebelled 
against the negative role assigned for her and resisted even her mother’s conventions because she says, “I don’t want to be 
worthless”xi. Vivie chose different way to live and rejected the social role of restricting the feminist role to homework and pleasure. 
She rejects the principle of considering female as a private property or breeding machine. She tries to challenge the male supremacy. 
Vivie represents the new generation whereas her mother represents the older generation of the English society. The role played by 
each character reflects the different status of women in different generations. It also determines the pattern of filial relationships the 
Victorian era adopts from feminist perspective.  Mrs. Warren asks her daughter, Vivie as: 
 

How could you keep your self–respect in such starvation and slavery? And what’s a woman 
worth? What’s life worth without self–respect! Why am I independent and able to give my 
daughter a first–rate education, when other women that had just as good opportunities are in the 
gutter? Because I always knew how to respect myself and control myself. (46)”xii   
 

The unstable relationship between Mrs. Warren and Vivie can be attributed to the masculine character of Mrs. Warren from 
one side and to the maturity of Vivie from the other side. In fact, Vive has observed her mother abnormal involvement in tabooed 
activities with men. She was associated with men for the sake of running her business. This disappoints Vivie and makes her feel 
embarrassed and dishonored. “The two infamous words that describe what my mother is are ringing in my ears and struggling on my 
tongue; but I can’t utter them: the shame of them is too horrible for me.”xiii Thus, Vivie disobeys her mother’s way of life and the way 
her mother earns her life expenses.  

 
However, the complicated relationship between Mrs. Warren and her daughter is intentionally drawn by Shaw for dramatic as 

well as social purpose. That is to say, Shaw intended to portray female character in a contradictory way to stress on the dynamism and 
ever-changing cultural boundaries from generation to another and what seems to be conventional for one generation turns 
unconventional for another. Shaw comments:  

 
Because I have thrown this logic ruthlessly overboard, I am accused of ignoring, not stage logic, but, 
of all things, human feeling. People with completely theatrified imaginations tell me that no girl 
would treat her mother as Vivie Warren does, meaning that no stage heroine would in a popular 
sentimental play. They say this just as they might say that no two straight lines would enclose a space. 
They do not see how completely inverted their vision has become even when I throw its 
preposterousness in their faces, as I repeatedly do in this very play. (p. 9)xiv 

 
In the meantime, Vivie’s behavior creates panic because it indicates an awakening generation of females who refuse to accept 

the traditional role assigned for them. Vivie’s intellectual independence scares male characters, masculinity and the patriarch structure 
as well because older generation of women hardly resist their assigned role and accept what is decided for them as a social reality. 
Vivie tells Praed that “Mr. Praed: once for all, there is no beauty and no romance in life for me. Life is what it is; and I am prepared to 
take it as it is. (62)”xv Thus, Vivie’s role scares the masculine hegemony and asserts the birth of a new generation of women who seek 
social as well as familial central role, hand in hand with their male counterparts disregarding the conventional role Victorian women 
used to play. 

 
The heated argument and rational questioning between Vivie and her mother is a micro-image of the social rotation of the 

stereotypical women and the emerging feminist generation who believes in gender-equity, self-respect, economic independence, social 
evolution and feminist centricity on the familial and social levels. Vivie became a prototypical figure who paved the way for new 
generation of women who believe in themselves and their potentials disregarding the social taboos, boundaries or conventions which 
restrict the feminist role and confiscate her personal freedom.  

 
The masculine role of Prank, Crofts and Pared in Mrs. Warren’s Profession also contributes significantly to the topic of the 

present paper. Male characters in the play manifest the social hypocrisy and the moral corruption of the aristocratic class who tempt 
and corrupt the ordinary people with their money. Shaw’s criticism is focused on the rich people who corrupt the moral values of their 
societies. One such corruption is their involvement in the brothels and bars where they find pleasures and satisfy their carnal desires at 
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the cost of the moral values. They treat females as objects. They also disregard the honor and chastity of females. Frank and Praed 
treat Mrs. Warren commercially, a source of joy and pleasure. They immorally behave with her and try to propose using her daughter, 
Vivie in the same manner they are using her. Yet, Vivie’s reaction surprised them because she, , refuses to act as per their wish. Vivie 
tells Frank “I want to give you a warning, Frank. You were making fun of my mother just now when you said that about the rectory 
garden. That is barred in the future. Please treat my mother with as much respect as you treat your own. (51)”xvi Her tone is that of an 
independent and self-dignified character.  

 
The way male characters in Mrs. Warren’s profession treat female characters reflects a social reality where female ranks last 

to none in their society, their presence is invisible, their role is minimized and their participation and independence are intentionally 
challenged, excluded or disregarded. Here, Shaw exposes one of the social ills in treating women; and at the same time despises the 
role some women accept to play conventionally without interrogation or question.  

 
One of the ugliest exploitations is the sexual and carnal one, in which the needy people, here Mrs. Warren is an example, find 

themselves compelled to compromise their honor and dignity in order to earn their livelihood from the wealthy people. Shaw unveils 
the dead virtues in the society and tried to reform social scandalous corruption in his own way 

 
Frank, Praed, George Crofts, and the clergyman are specimen of the masculine society. Mrs. Warren became a victim for 

their whims. Since she couldn’t afford the basic need for the life standards any English woman live at that time, Mrs. Warren choose 
prostitution and running brothels as her profession. The morally corrupt people became her customers. They used to visit her in the inn 
she was running. Mrs. Warren came to know the hypocrisy of these rich people, who establish illegal relation with her from one side, 
and pretend to be highly moral people of the society, on other side. Vivie considers these people as specimen of the masculine society: 

 
When I think of the society that tolerates you, and the laws that protect you! When I think of how 
helpless nine out of ten young girls would be in the hands of you and my mother! the 
unmentionable woman and her capitalist bully (57)xvii 

 
While male characters continued gossiping about Mrs. Warren and make plots to reach to her daughter, Vivie, she was 

thinking of helping herself get economically independent and tries to find a job that secures her future. Therefore, Mrs. Warren’s 
profession “had been regarded later as an exposition  of the hypocrisy of Victorian morality, and it put the blame on the corrupted 
capitalist society  in the nineteenth century that pushed women into prostitutions and sexual inequality”xviii Frederick J. Marker 
explains Shaw’s belief in the task of a playwright that it is used to dramatize uncomfortable subjects in the public theatre by writing in 
his article, (Shaw’s early plays), that “this problem play concerned with social corruption [in case of prostitution], and was determined 
to fasten the blame for such vice not on the individual (the brothel of madam) but on a (male, capitalist) social system that foster[ed] it 
(115)”xix   
 

Additionally, male characters in Mrs. Warren’s profession are manifested as antagonists that represent the social conventions 
against the leading female character. The way Croft and Gardner perceived Vivie is different from the way Mrs. Warren was 
perceived; which reflects the mentality of conventional masculine men. Mr. Frank Gardner and Praed are corrupted male characters in 
the play in front of the strong headed female character like Vivie, who represents new generation of women, receiving a good type of 
education and enjoying financial independence. She was having power over them and was an authoritative in deciding her future, in 
rejecting their exploitation of her mother and in the way they used to behave without any intervention. She put a limit to their 
corruption and taught them a lesson in how to behave respectably. She firmly speaks to Frank as “When I think of the society that 
tolerates you, and the laws that protect you! when I think of how helpless nine out of ten young girls would be in the hands of you and 
my mother! the unmentionable woman and her capitalist bully. (57)”xx 

 
Further, Vivie insults and despises Mr. Praed as, “There is nothing I despise more than the wicked convention that protects 

these things by forbidding a woman to mention them.” Vivie proves herself as different from what corrupt male characters think of 
her. “But I can’t stand saying one thing when everyone knows I mean another. What’s the use in such hypocrisy? If people arrange the 
world that way for women, there is no good pretending it’s arranged the other way. No: I never was a bit ashamed really. (p. 46)”xxi 
Repeatedly speaking, Vivie has stronger personality which fears men like Frank and Praed. Both tried to convince her to marry them 
but she finds nothing in them worth respect. She is having her own view towards life. Once she states that she is as emotionless as a 
rock. She tells Frank “If we three are to remain friends, I must be treated as a woman of business, permanently single [to Frank] and 
permanently unromantic [to Praed] (63). In this way, Vivie rejects the sentimental proposals of both Praed and Frank, and proved 
herself to act so manly which her mind decides and her heart implements. She preferred a practical independent life in which she 
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would earn her a life income in a proper and respectable profession other than prostitution or flesh business. Here, Shaw intends to 
conclude his play with a significant shift of conventions towards financial independence of women in order to gain respect and shared 
role in a society. 
 
Conclusion 

G. B. Shaw’s Mrs. Warren’s Profession dramatizes the social evils through the profession of prostitution. His play is an alert 
to the English society, and an out spoken message to the unspeakable reality. His target is to criticize the social hypocrisy, ill-
practices; and bring the economic problems of the common people, particularly women, into the forefront. The characters are divided 
into opposing groups for dramatic purpose as masculine/feminine, conventional/unconventional, mother/daughter, or 
morality/immorality. He points out the double standards and social conventions of the Victorian society. The male characters of the 
play stand for their conventional role whereas female characters like Vivie over took the masculine conventions, undermine it and play 
unconventional roles.  

 
To sum up, despite the theme of the play which discusses unpleasant realities about prostitution, social hypocrisy and moral 

corruption, Shaw unveils the economic alternatives of the society from feminist standpoint and manifests how capitalism victimizes 
the individual, society and the collective rights alike.  He manifests how woman and society relationship is maintained from different 
viewpoints and highlights the vices of the society including religious hypocrisy, capitalism, exploitation and moral corruption. Shaw’s 
message in Mrs. Warren’s Profession is also conveyed through the complicated mother-daughter relationship of Mrs. Warren and her 
daughter, Vivie, which represents two types of women; an old, believing in the dependent and conventional role assigned by society, 
and a new woman, who acts and behaves independently and assigns her way of life, rebels against old dated standards and overtakes 
the patriarchal structure which, for long time, favors male and subordinate’s female. 
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